Boat Storage Strategy for Lake Macquarie
Frequently Asked Questions

What is the Boat Storage Strategy for Lake
Macquarie?

What storage options have been identified?

Lake Macquarie is a popular site for boating and other

• redefining the existing mooring boundaries

recreational water activities. In some places around the
lake, existing boat storage options have reached capacity
– there are approximately 42,000 licence holders and

The storage options identified for Lake Macquarie include:

• investigating new mooring areas
• piloting the use of multiple vessel mooring systems

19,800 registered vessels in the surrounding area.

• investigating options to establish public marinas

The NSW Government is investigating boat storage options

• identifying locations for dry storage stacks, and

for the Lake Macquarie area to improve boat storage

• introducing pilot dinghy ID and dinghy shared schemes.

capacity, while taking into account environmental and
navigation constraints.

What are the benefits to Lake Macquarie?

A Draft Boat Storage Strategy for Lake Macquarie has been

Growth in boat storage capacity across the region will need

developed to identify options for improving boat storage

to keep pace with the forecast growth in vessel numbers.

capacity and public access along the lake foreshore.

This draft storage strategy will help plan for the best mix of

We are now inviting the community to review the Draft
Strategy and provide feedback.

Why do we need a Boat Storage Strategy
for Lake Macquarie?

boat storage options to cope with the forecast growth in
vessel numbers.
Anticipated benefits include improved boat storage options,
reduced environmental impacts associated with boat
storage and better management of dinghies along the

Lake Macquarie is a popular area used by the local

foreshore. The final Boat Storage Strategy for Lake

community and tourists for boating and other recreational

Macquarie will provide guidance on the shortfall of boat

activities. Boat registrations in the area have increased and

storage for the lake against forecast demand. This will

are creating greater demand for additional storage facilities

inform future boat storage policy and investment decisions

on and off the water. In some locations, existing storage

by both the Government and the private sector over the

options have reached capacity, and there is limited storage

next 25 years.

space for additional boats in other areas.
The Draft Boat Storage Strategy for Lake Macquarie
presents the outcomes of our investigation into how
various types of boats are stored on and around the lake.
It outlines a number of options to address increasing
demand for storage which maximise the efficient use of
existing facilities and take into account environmental and
navigation constraints.
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FAQ’s

How is this draft strategy addressing the
environmental impacts of moorings?

Do I need to register my dinghy?

Any actions arising from this strategy will give full

are inviting the community to provide feedback on the

consideration to the environmental impacts, including

dinghy registration pilot initiative. This will help to identify

impacts on seagrass.

and distinguish between regularly used dinghies and

As part of our investigations we are looking at opportunities

abandoned ones. This registration process will also help

to minimise the impacts of moorings on seagrass in existing

remove abandoned and non-seaworthy dinghies left along

mooring areas. Solutions may include introducing multiple

the foreshore. By removing abandoned dinghies we can

vessel mooring systems and public marinas which use less

create additional recreational public space.

space per vessel than traditional swing moorings and
therefore cause less disruption to the seabed.

At this stage there is no need to register your dinghy. We

Will I be required to share my dinghy with
other water users?

Do I need to remove or relocate my boat on
a mooring?

At this stage there is no need to share your dinghy with

At this stage there is no need to remove or relocate your

We are inviting the community to provide feedback on the

boat from your existing mooring location. We are inviting

dinghy shared pilot initiative to help reduce the number of

the community to provide feedback on the proposed

unused dinghies left on the foreshore. Under this initiative,

storage options for Lake Macquarie. These solutions have

dinghies could be shared among a number of boat owners

been identified to improve storage capacity with

within the same mooring field to reduce the number of

consideration to environmental and navigation constraints.

dinghies along the shoreline. This pilot program can also

Has a decision been made about the
location of the pilot multiple vessel mooring
systems and public marinas?

other water users.

help create additional recreational public space.

Will additional storage facilities be provided
for Lake Macquarie?

The identified locations for public marinas and to pilot

The NSW Government will take into account community

multiple vessel moorings systems are indicative only and

feedback received on the draft strategy and explore

included in the draft strategy for community feedback.

opportunities with council and local commercial

No decision has been made on any of these pilots or

operators to improve boat storage options for Lake

locations where they may be suitable.

Macquarie. Boat storage options such as dry stack

Has a decision been made about changing
mooring boundaries on the lake?
No decision has been made on changing the current

storage would require investment by commercial
operators and identification of suitable locations in close
proximity to the water.

boundary changes identified in the draft strategy are

Will there be an impact on my existing
mooring?

indicative only and included in the draft strategy for

No, at this stage there is no impact on existing mooring

community feedback.

licences.

mooring boundaries on the lake. The potential mooring

Do I need to remove or relocate my dinghy
from public spaces?

We are inviting the community to provide feedback on a
number of options to improve on-water boat storage
such as the realignment of existing mooring boundaries

At this stage there is no need to remove or relocate your

and the use of environmentally friendly and multiple

dinghy along the foreshore. We are inviting the community

vessels mooring systems.

to provide feedback on options to improve management of
dinghies along the foreshore. This could result in the future
removal of unused, non-seaworthy and deteriorated
dinghies left along the foreshore and on public spaces tied
up to trees. By removing these dinghies we can create
more recreational space for the community to use.
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Is Transport for NSW developing a new
public marina?

When will the storage solutions be
implemented?

No. The potential use of a public marina has been identified

Following the consultation process we will finalise the draft

as an option in the draft Boat Storage Strategy for Lake

Boat Storage Strategy for Lake Macquarie. The Strategy

Macquarie to address future growth and increasing boat

will inform future policy and infrastructure investment

storage demands. As part of this consultation we are

decisions in relation to boat storage on Lake Macquarie

inviting the community to let us know whether there is

over the next 25 years.

public interest in transferring from swing mooring to a
seeking input from commercial operators on their interest

How does the draft storage strategy relate
to the Mooring Review?

in working on a pilot to trial a public marina in a suitable

A separate but related investigation undertaken by the

location on the lake. The future benefit of using a public

NSW Government is a review of the policy and regulatory

marina is that it uses less water space than traditional swing

framework governing moorings in NSW. The community

moorings and potentially less environmental impacts.

will be informed of the outcome of this investigation.

How do I get involved in the pilot
programs?

How can I provide my feedback?

We are inviting the community to provide feedback and to

• Attending one of our community information sessions:

public marina if one was made available. We are also

express their interest in participating in a trial pilot program.
Please complete the online survey and respond to the
questions at
transport.nsw.gov.au/lakemacquarieboatstorage

You can provide feedback by
- Lake Macquarie Yacht Club on Wednesday, 8 February
2017 from 5pm to 7pm, Ada Street, Belmont
- The Royal Motor Yacht Club, on Thursday, 9 February
2017 from 5pm to 7pm, 6 Arnott Avenue, Toronto

Will the boat storage strategy introduce
additional storage fees?

• Emailing

In the future there may be changes to the fees to reflect

• Completing the online survey at

demand and changes to storage facilities. However at this
stage we are only investigating feasible storage options
that can be introduced in the future for storage demand
and the need for alternative mooring options.

lakemacquarieboatstorage@transport.nsw.gov.au
transport.nsw.gov.au/lakemacquarieboatstorage
• Writing to:
Boat Storage Strategy
Transport for NSW
PO Box K659
Haymarket NSW 2008
Consultation closes on Sunday 19 February 2017.

